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It is in this new cycle, which will begin in the year 2020, that incredible things will be seen and
known.

Everything that was cleverly hidden, in all senses, forms and ideas, will be uncovered.

Every lie, manipulation or deceit that has been constructed through invention of humankind will be
unmasked.

Every situation of people, whether it is inner or outer, concerning health, purification or resistance,
will be shown, because the solar waves that in this time will be entering, during the summer in
South America, are ultraviolet waves that are coming with an extremely high degree of expulsion
and movement in all living beings of this and other planets.

As from the year 2020 on, the Solar System will enter into the last and most acute spiritual, cosmic,
mental and material stage of its transition.

Of the eight billion people present upon this planet, ninety percent are distracted or hypnotized by
global illusion.

In this sense, the field of action of the solar waves will move from its location and
remove everything that is outside of the Law, and this impulse that the Universe will bring, which
will be associated with the imbalance of the planet and the axis of the Earth, will increase the
unexpected effect of this cosmic movement.

Therefore, the year 2020 will be the last segment for being able to achieve an elevation of
consciousness and of the mental plane, so that the universal effects of this movement shall not affect
the majority of sleeping consciousnesses.

Just as the solar impulse will be intense for the involutionary spheres of humanity, the same impulse
will bring all beings of goodwill the opportunity to take great and firm steps in evolution and in the
maturity of consciousness, as well as the possibility of establishing important spiritual processes of
redemption, of forgiveness and of reconciliation.

But I again say: there will not be a being on the surface of this planet that will be able to oppose or
hide from this solar movement. Everything will be in evidence.

I thank you for keeping My Words in your hearts!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


